Minutes of Wellspring Patient Participation Group – Monday 21 October 2013 6.30pm



	NT Clinical Commissioning Group patient forum –comments from or for Gill about the meetings she has been to and the information she has sent through


Perhaps it would be useful to draw attention to this website for info 
http://www.northtynesideccg.nhs.uk/who-we-are/board-meetings/
 
The next full meeting is 13 November 2013. 
Gillian

Members commented that this link needs a username and password to log in.  Liz directed members to the home page of the CCG www.northtynesideccg.nhs.uk and to follow links from there to see information about available papers and meeting dates.

Liz updated the group about the winter self care campaign which the Patient Forum sub group has been working on and showed copies of posters which will be published in the autumn. 

	Use of the display board – so far we have used it to draw attention to Text Reminders and about the Flu vaccine campaign


Future use should include:
	Taking Part workshops
	Winter self care campaign

Parents and young children
Teenagers
The practice website
	A patient survey


David suggested that a banner across the top “Wellspring medical practice” would be effective – and the “PPG” signage could be used on especially relevant items such as survey results.

	Our 2013 flu campaign – any feedback?


Paul’s partner had attended and felt it was efficient and effective.  Most others had not been.  We talked about a couple of “off the cuff” suggestions of feeding up attenders with cupcakes …. Liz wondered whether it would be a silly idea to make the flu clinic(s) next year into Macmillan coffee mornings.  The group was generally positive – but we would need to look carefully at safety and logistics.  We felt on balance it was worth exploring in more detail.


	Action plan from 2012 survey – how are we doing.


Last year’s survey focused mostly on the move to CCGs and what patients knew about it.  Liz had drafted some wording on what the CCG has been doing and shared this with the group.  David was keen to include the work of patient focus groups and consultations so we included that.  Liz will post on the website and include it in a Newsletter.  Paul asked if we wrote a blog, or would consider that.  

	Survey ideas for 2013.  What would you like to see us review?


The group favoured some general questions on how well we do… We honed this down to a few key areas.  Wilf was keen to see something short, sweet and usable.

1 – Repeat prescribing;  what do people know about the different systems they can use?
2 – Information; newsletters, blogs, website(s).  What do people use and what should we do more of?
3 – General strengths and weaknesses.  What are we good at; what could we do better?  If there was one thing we should learn about and change what would it be?

Liz will make a first draft of a questionnaire and distribute to the group for comment.

Paul was keen to see us use the website more to gather information about those who use it – if we build up a good directory of email addresses it gives us another powerful communication option.


6. AOB – these items have been included above.



